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ANGLE-AVERAGEDCONPTON CROSS SECTIONS

George H. Nickel
Loa Alarm National Laboratory

The scattering of a photon by an individual free electron is

characterized by six quantities:

a = initial photon ●nergy in unita of moc 2

s = ucattered photon ●nergy in units of moca 2

B = initial ●lectron velocity in unite of c

O m anRle between photon direction ●nd ●lectron direction
in the laboratory frame (LF)

Q = polar ●ngle change due to Compton scattering, measured
in the ●lectron rest frame (ERF)

T = azimuthal ●ngle chanRe in the ERF.

We present ●n analytic ●xpression for the average of the Compton cross

section over $, t), ●nd I, The lowest order approximation to this ●quation

is reasonably cccurate for photons ●nd ●lectrons with ●nergieF of many

keV. The ●verage over s is not specifically ●ddressed in this work.

Under m trmnnformatian to the ERF the photon ●n?rgy becomee

{1)
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By applying the usual formula for Compton scattering by ● zmtionleas

electron and transforming back to the W, one obtaine an expreuaion for the

scattered photon energy:

Equation (2) represents a boundary surface in O, 9, T ●pace which deter-

mines the limits in the formal definition of the cumulative distribution

function

(3)

F(a, aa;6) ia the probability that photono scatter tG an ●nergy a, or lees

by interacting with ●lectrons of “speed” 9. The limits ● re determined by

●q. (2) ●nd f(x) repreoento the distribution fumt~on of variable X-

The transformation from the variables a, aa, II to new vuriablea z,c,a

(4)
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considerably simplifies ●q. (2):

The new variable z reprenerlts the change in photon ●nergy due to the dop-

pler nhift, and is roughly on the range (-2,2) as we shall nee. Variable L

la of the ordel 10- ‘ for photons ●nd ●lectrons in the kilovolt range, sinr<

‘1 in that case.a.~o -2
●nd B = 10 Variable ● in then of the order of

10-2 and usually ●ffects the final result only slightly. Thuri, in addition

to ●mplifying eq. (2), Crlnnaformation (4) repreaente an approximate reduc-

tion in the number of dependent variablea.

The normalized distribution functions for the ●n~lea are chojen 86

fGllows:

(5)

f(e) k,-m9$+ J(I -COS9)3~ 2~2(1-d’)(1- m9)+(l-2d’+ et’z

‘A [/+of’(/-as9)]~

Eq. (5) ~epraoentm the ●tuumption that photon polarization can b ignorrd,

●q. (6) i- tho u~ual Klein-Niohima formula ●xpreaaed in the ERF, ●nd ●q.

(7) lmplier that the photon~lectrons in th~ LF ●re distributed imotrnpic -

●lly. The normal iza’:lon factor A in @q. (6) depends on + becauoe of the

●ppearance of a’ in the O-diotrlbution. Letting
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for notational convenience gives

At this point, the integrand f(l)f(e)f(~) is independent of the azimuthal

anRle change 1, but the boundary eurface (2)’ depende on 1 in a manner that

makes explicit representation of the integration llmita difficult. This

situation can be revereed by transforming the variables $’ and ~’:

COS$ + cot3$’cos6 - sin$’ain7’ein6

ain$ainl ● con$’sin6 + sin$’OinT’coe6

(lo)

Thie represents a rotation by the angle 6 about the axis $ = n/2, T - 0.

By choo~ing

r-u
cd’=

JP
2rz+2r(/- Z.a)+az

P

(11)
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The boundary equation reduce.a even further:

(2)”

Of course, the integrand f(l’)f(e)f(f3’) is n~ more complicated- However,

odd powers of sinl’ and COaT’ Vanleh under ?-integration, which BinPlifie6

explicit calculations considerably.

We mm define the value of r at the inter~ection of the eurface (2)”

and the $ = O (or n) axle:

when ~2 = B2 (12)

or

r mil = k&fp./--m’FJ\
.

2when c * B2 (13)

The conditions for the ●xtremes of ecattered energy ma is that rmln - 2;

aubstiruting for (z, ~, ●) in terms of (a, aa . R) gives
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We can finally exprees the cumulative distribution function: For as on the

interval (a~min, a~max) given by (14),

The quantities A and rmin are given by eqs. (9), (12) and (13), and the

the transformed ERF photon energy la

a’ - ya{l - 13[cos6coa$’ - sin6ein$’sinT’]} (16)

where coed and sin& are given by equntions (11). When z IS less than zero,

che $’ limits are given by:

“’+*.
Cos $’ - 1.

2

(17)

For z > (),the corresponding limits become:
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Cos$’ - -1
1

The

the

(18)

lowest order appr~.eimation to (15) is found by simply ignoring a’ in

integrand and letting a = O in the equation for amin. ~is give~ the

(19)

112
where ho, go) gl are polynomials in rdn :

(20)

Subsequent polynomials gn ● re useful in higher order approximation to

(15)*

%

9
)

4?
fi (ri,n ‘ ,~fi

J
(Z-m+ra) d-% ~r

(23)

rrnlh
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Comparisons of F. with the numerically determined “’exact”’result are given

in figures (1) through (3). One can see that the agreement la eurpriaingly

close for photon and electron energies of many 10’s of kilovolts.

Maxwellian averages, ❑oments of the angular distribution and corrections

beyond this lowest order will be discussed in subsequent publications.
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